


 

 

 
 
 

By Taking FOUR classes you will get a 15% discount on the class fee along with: (1) 2lb rolled 
fondant, (3) Lucks packages, (4) Elite Color’s (1) small negative & positive rolling pin.  
 
Thursday, August 29th, 2013 from 6:00pm-8:30pm Cost: $55.00 

  

 
You will learn 3 different designs/techniques and take home 3 different patterns 

Description: 
Students will leave with a one Baby Shoe design and one High Top 
Sneaker. This is perfect for any baby cake or young's ones cake. Once 
you learn the technique you will be able to make one shoe in less than 
1/2 hour time!  
There are hundreds of designs to do with the shoes! 
Students will keep 3 patterns a $30.00 value                                                                                                                          

 

Student will learn: 
- how to make patters for new shoe designs 
- cutting out the design 
- the correct way using a texture rolling pin 
- using Lucks prints (Norm & Zane are the only cake artist working with Lucks in developing and 
designing new products) www.lucks.com 
- accents for the shoe 
- a little bit of glitter goes a long way see how to apply glitter, make it 
stick with less mess and waste 
This is one of those aaaaaaaaaaaaah moments!  
 Included in this class is three patterns A $30.00 value 
 
Students needs to bring: 
- rolling pin 
- matt 
- modeling tools/basic gum paste tools  
- stitching wheel 
- small cutting wheel 
- x-acto knife or similar craft knife 
- tip # 6 
- tip # 12 
- ruler 
- 8” cake drum 
- 8” x 8” box to take home project.                                                                                                                                                                          
Teacher will supply remaining supplies. 
 
WARNING:  
All classes with Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., are incredibly fun and have often been described as hilarious!  You will 
leave with a variety of techniques and a great time.  
PLEASE do NOT ask for any hand outs unless you have taken the class or pay the class fee!  
Copyright © 2013 Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., classes are copied righted.  
We give you permission to re do the class/design for a customer or love one.  

Taking this class/hosting does NOT give you the permission to take these class/instructions/handouts and 
use it at a Day of Sharing or to teach it at any event without written premising from Norm & Zane The Sweet 
Life LLC.  
Any unauthorized use of these materials is an infringement of our intellectual property.  
If you have any questions please let us know norman@thesweetlife.com or 703-750-3266  
Like us on FaceBook:  
Norman R. Davis (is full), Zane Beg is open and our page Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 

http://www.lucks.com/


 

 

 
 
 

By Taking FOUR classes you will get a 15% discount on the class fee along with: (1) 2lb rolled 
fondant, (3) Lucks packages, (4) Elite Color’s (1) small negative & positive rolling pin.  
 

Friday, August 30th, 2013 from 9:00am-11:30pm Cost: $55.00                                                                            

 & Billowing/Puffs with Lucks 

Prints and the new Star of Charra! (billowing/puffs and string work all with fondant)     

Description:  
Learn the newest trend of billowing/puffs; learn how to fold the billowing/puffs                                         
and adhere them to the cake. This is one of the newest trends and very                                              
simple to do. Once you learn how to do the billowing/puffs you will then                                             
choose one of the three looks to complete your cake. 

The Star of Charra is new and such a great look! Sorry no photo yet. 
Now you can do string work and yes it is with fondant! There are so many                                                 
ways to use the fondant string work and you will find it is so much easier                                                
than Royal Icing for many reasons come learn why. See why fondant string                                           
work is so simple, with less breakage (99% less breakage and repair work). 
This is such a great wedding cake, so simple to do but we will not tell the  
Bride that!  
This is a good money maker! 
 
Students Will Learn: 
- covering a cake with no cracking (by using the right fondant) 
- learn how to fold fondant billowing/puffs  
- learn string work with fondant 
- proper way of filling a mold 
- bow making/folding 

- billowing with Lucks prints, Norm & Zane are the only cake artist working with                         

 Lucks  in developing and designing new products. 
  
Supply List: 
- rolling pin 
- molding tools/basic gum paste tools                                                                                                                                                                      
- cutting wheel   

- FMM Sugarcraft Multi-Ribbon Cutter or from Wilton 
- ruler 
- PME Medium or Large Flower Blossom Plunger Cutter Plunger   F 
- 6” x 4” cake dummy 
- 10” cake drum 
- 10” x 10” box to take home project 
Teacher will supply remaining supplies. 

WARNING:  
All classes with Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., are incredibly fun and have often been described as hilarious!  
You will leave with a variety of techniques and a great time.  
PLEASE do NOT ask for any hand outs unless you have taken the class or pay the class fee!  
Copyright © 2013 Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., classes are copied righted. We give you permission to re do 
the class/design for a customer or love one. Taking this class/hosting does NOT give you the permission to take 
these class/instructions/handouts and use it at a Day of Sharing or to teach it at any event without written 
premising from Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC.  

Any unauthorized use of these materials is an infringement of our intellectual property.  
If you have any questions please let us know norman@thesweetlife.com or 703-750-3266  
Like us on FaceBook:  
Norman R. Davis (is full), Zane Beg is open and our page Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 
 

Billowing with      

Lucks Edible 

Prints!                    

You will see how 

simple but stunning 

this cake can be with 

the many choices 

from  Lucks Prints! 

We will show you 

two ways to use 

Lucks prints 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

By Taking Four classes you will get a 15% discount on the class fee along with: (1) 2lb rolled 
fondant, (3) Lucks packages, (4) Elite Color’s (1) small negative & positive rolling pin. 

 
Friday, August 30th, 2013 from 12:00pm-2:00pm Cost: $55.00   
 

 

 
Description:  
We will explain and show how to cut and prepare a real cake for this quick purse. Learn simple 
cuts/carving, how to cover a cake from the bottom up to get the great folds for this purse, and then 
accents to finish this simple great cake.  
This is a quick money maker. 
 
Students will learn: 
- covering a cake with no cracking (by using the right fondant)                                                            
 - the proper way to use a texture rolling pin for most rolling pin designs                   
- the proper way to fill a mold 
- how to use a textured rolling pin without losing the design   
 - making rosette flowers and or other flowers to finish the look of the 
purse 
 -  the best way to apply glitter to items with less waste and mess. A 
little bit of glitter goes a long way. This is one of those 
aaaaaaaaaaaaah moments!  
-  piping to accent the cake 
-  painting gold or silver and not lose the shine or take off color 
 - learn about a custom design rolling pin (how does this help you out)? 
 
Supply List: 
- rolling pin 
- matt                                                                                                                                                                   
- molding tools /basic gum paste tools                                                                                                                                                                     
- cutting wheel   
- stitching wheel 
- proper way of filling a mold 
- ruler 
- x-acto knife or similar small craft knife 
- 10” cake drum 
- 10” x 10” box to take home project   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Teachers will provide the remaining supplies. 
 
WARNING: 
All classes with Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., are incredibly fun and have often been described as hilarious!  
You will leave with a variety of techniques and a great time.  
PLEASE do NOT ask for any hand outs unless you have taken the class or pay the class fee! Copyright © 2013 Norm 
& Zane The Sweet Life LLC., classes are copied righted. We give you permission to re do the class/design for a 
customer or love one. Taking this class/hosting does NOT give you the permission to take these 
class/instructions/handouts and use it at a Day of Sharing or to teach it at any event without written 
premising from Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 

 Any unauthorized use of these materials is an infringement of our intellectual property.  
If you have any questions please let us know norman@thesweetlife.com or 703-750-3266 
Like us on FaceBook:  
Norman R. Davis (is full), Zane Beg is open and our page Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 



 

 

 
 
 

By Taking Four classes you will get a 15% discount on the class fee along with: (1) 2lb rolled 
fondant, (3) Lucks packages, (4) Elite Color’s (1) small negative & positive rolling pin. 
 

Friday, August 30th, 2013 from 3:00pm- 5:30pm Cost: $65.00  
                                                                       

 
Description:  
Learn the newest trend of the Rosette  
This is a perfect wedding cake in the bold color of the year lime green or 
wedding white; we will be using the Malayks texture rolling pin embossed  
on the fondant. 
 
Students will learn: 
- covering a cake with no cracking (by using the right fondant)                                                              
 - the proper way to use a texture rolling pin for most rolling pin designs    
 (this is The Sweet Life exclusive design, Malayka) 
- the proper way to fill a mold 
- how to use a textured rolling pin without losing the design   
 - making rosette flowers 
 -  the best way to apply glitter to items with less waste and mess. A little bit of 
glitter goes a long way. This is one of those aaaaaaaaaaaaah moments!  
 - learn about a custom design rolling pin (how does this help you out)? 
 
Supply List: 
- rolling pin 
- buttercream spatula (large one) 
- matt                                                                                                                                                                   
- molding tools /basic gum paste tools                                                                                                                                                                     
- cutting wheel   
- stitching wheel 
- proper way of filling a mold 
- ruler 
- x-acto knife or similar small craft knife 
- 6” cake board 
- 8” cake board 
- 10” cake board 
- 6” x 4” cake dummy 
- 10” cake drum 
- 10” x 10” box to take home project   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Teachers will provide the remaining supplies. 
 
WARNING: All classes with Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., are incredibly fun and have often been described as 

hilarious!  You will leave with a variety of techniques and a great time.  
PLEASE do NOT ask for any hand outs unless you have taken the class or pay the class fee! Copyright © 2013 Norm 
& Zane The Sweet Life LLC., classes are copied righted. We give you permission to re do the class/design for a 
customer or love one. Taking this class/hosting does NOT give you the permission to take these 
class/instructions/handouts and use it at a Day of Sharing or to teach it at any event without written 
premising from Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 

 Any unauthorized use of these materials is an infringement of our intellectual property.  
If you have any questions please let us know norman@thesweetlife.com or 703-750-3266 
Like us on FaceBook:  
Norman R. Davis (is full), Zane Beg is open and our page Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 



 

 

 
 
 

Description: 
Students will learn many different techniques to create these wonderful flowers. These flowers 
will look like fabric and so easy to make. You will make as many flowers in 2 hours and then 
place them on to your cake dummy.     
We will also show you the newest cake design!  
This is one of the hottest trend in the USA                                                                    
 
Students will learn: 
- covering a cake with no cracking (by using the right fondant) 
- using molding tools/basic gum paste tools for the fondant design on the cake dummy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
- making a wide variety of fabric flowers 
- the proper way if using a texture rolling pin 
- how to fold the petals 
- the proper way to use a mold 
 
Supply List: 
- rolling pin   
- matt                                                                                                                                                                                
- molding tools/basic gum paste tools                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
- cutting wheel 
- stitching wheel                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
- 4oz of tinted gumpaste, your choice of colors (3 to 5 colors)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
- 6” x 4” cake dummy covered in fondant on a 8” cake drum                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
- 8” x 8” box to take home project 

         

 Teachers will provide the remaining supplies. 

 
WARNING:  
All classes with Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., are incredibly fun and have often been described as 
hilarious!  You will leave with a variety of techniques and a great time.  
PLEASE do NOT ask for any hand outs unless you have taken the class or pay the class fee!  
Copyright © 2013 Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., classes are copied righted.  
We give you permission to re do the class/design for a customer or love one.  
Taking this class/hosting does NOT give you the permission to take these 
class/instructions/handouts and use it at a Day of Sharing or to teach it at any event without 
written premising from Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC.  
Any unauthorized use of these materials is an infringement of our intellectual property.  
If you have any questions please let us know norman@thesweetlife.com or 703-750-3266  
Like us on FaceBook:  
Norman R. Davis (is full), Zane Beg is open and our page Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 
 
 

By Taking Four classes you will get a 15% discount on the class fee along with: (1) 2lb rolled 
fondant, (3) Lucks packages, (4) Elite Color’s (1) small negative & positive rolling pin. 
                    

 

Friday, August 30th 2013 from 6:00pm – 8:30 Cost $55.00  
 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

By Taking Four classes you will get a 15% discount on the class fee along with: (1) 2lb rolled 
fondant, (3) Lucks packages, (4) Elite Color’s (1) small negative & positive rolling pin 

 Saturday, August 31st, 2013 from 9:00am- 11:00am Cost: $65.00  

 

 

 

Description: 

Learn how to hand mold Two adorable baby animals. You will start out by using 
gumpaste or rice treats for the bodies. Then you will assemble the body parts to make 
the animals. Learn how to paint and most important painting the eyes! 
The adorable animals will look great for any occasion’s baby shower/children's cakes. 
This is a great money maker! The size of the animals is the about the size of your fist. 
 
 
Students Will Learn: 
- using the right fondant without having any cracking (by using the right fondant) 
- hand molding the animals 
- painting 
- making eyes/what expressions to use 
- painting eyes 
- supports for the animals 
 
        
 
Supply List:                                                                                                                                                                     
- two 6” cake drums 
- molding tools/basic gum paste tools                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
- 2 small paint brushes, 2 medium paint brushes 
 
 
 
Teachers will provide the remaining supplies. 
 
 
WARNING:  
 
All classes with Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., are incredibly fun and have often been described as 
hilarious!  You will leave with a variety of techniques and a great time.  
PLEASE do NOT ask for any hand outs unless you have taken the class or pay the class fee!  
Copyright © 2013 Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC., classes are copied righted. We give you permission 
to re do the class/design for a customer or love one. Taking this class/hosting does NOT give you the 
permission to take these class/instructions/handouts and use it at a Day of Sharing or to teach it 
at any event without written premising from Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC.  
Any unauthorized use of these materials is an infringement of our intellectual property.  

If you have any questions please let us know norman@thesweetlife.com or 703-750-3266  
Like us on FaceBook:  
Norman R. Davis (is full), Zane Beg is open and our page Norm & Zane The Sweet Life LLC. 
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